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I will admit - This game is pretty fun to play - the sad thing is, is that you can't really find many people to play with as it's not a
very big game - It has a lot of potential to be the next best unique game to hit steam! I like the concept behind the whole game
and I look forward to further developments to come from the dev(s). May I suggest a few things though. Crafting. This game
needs some sort of crafting menu, such as building generators to power up flood lights - Anything to do with lighting as this
game is practically based on shining lights in Zombies faces. Yes that doesn't sound fun at all but believe me - It is actually quite
fun! This game hasn't been out long but it's currently in a playable state - Meaning there isn't really that many issues with it..
This game looks simple on the first glance, but it's actually really fun. I'm sure with more updates and as the community grows
more people will start playing this. That's it's only real downside right now. Almost impossible to find anyone else playing an
online game. Either way, I'd rate this a solid 7/10 for now. As fun as it is, it still seems to be missing a lot. Can't wait to see
where this game goes. Maybe wait for a sale to buy this unless your fine with playing by yourself.. This game looks simple on
the first glance, but it's actually really fun. I'm sure with more updates and as the community grows more people will start
playing this. That's it's only real downside right now. Almost impossible to find anyone else playing an online game. Either way,
I'd rate this a solid 7/10 for now. As fun as it is, it still seems to be missing a lot. Can't wait to see where this game goes. Maybe
wait for a sale to buy this unless your fine with playing by yourself.. I will admit - This game is pretty fun to play - the sad thing
is, is that you can't really find many people to play with as it's not a very big game - It has a lot of potential to be the next best
unique game to hit steam! I like the concept behind the whole game and I look forward to further developments to come from
the dev(s). May I suggest a few things though. Crafting. This game needs some sort of crafting menu, such as building
generators to power up flood lights - Anything to do with lighting as this game is practically based on shining lights in Zombies
faces. Yes that doesn't sound fun at all but believe me - It is actually quite fun! This game hasn't been out long but it's currently
in a playable state - Meaning there isn't really that many issues with it.. This game has huge potential with a new look at weapon
systems. The inventory system is simple and the concept is easy to follow. However, there are some current downfalls. I tried to
play a muliplayer game but there just aren't any other players that it could find to play with. The camera angle is kind of wierd. I
found myself either wanting to tilt the camera or be able to zoom out to be able to see more. The lighting on vehicles seems to
be somewhat broken. I plugged in an ambulance and the zombies just stood there completely unaffected by th lights. They had
to be standing basically on top of the vehicle before they died. However, using a light source with your character there is quite a
bit of distance that it is effective. I also found the tutorial somewhat lacking. It is just a video thrown together that gives a basic
look at playing. I had to figure out the controls on my own and still have not figure out the running system. There is no status bar
or anything but you still seem to only have limited running stamina. And it is not very much. Hardly enough to outrun a hoard.
With some attention to the bugs this could be a great game and once a community is built around it the multiplayer could be
very fun.. This game has huge potential with a new look at weapon systems. The inventory system is simple and the concept is
easy to follow. However, there are some current downfalls. I tried to play a muliplayer game but there just aren't any other
players that it could find to play with. The camera angle is kind of wierd. I found myself either wanting to tilt the camera or be
able to zoom out to be able to see more. The lighting on vehicles seems to be somewhat broken. I plugged in an ambulance and
the zombies just stood there completely unaffected by th lights. They had to be standing basically on top of the vehicle before
they died. However, using a light source with your character there is quite a bit of distance that it is effective. I also found the
tutorial somewhat lacking. It is just a video thrown together that gives a basic look at playing. I had to figure out the controls on
my own and still have not figure out the running system. There is no status bar or anything but you still seem to only have
limited running stamina. And it is not very much. Hardly enough to outrun a hoard. With some attention to the bugs this could
be a great game and once a community is built around it the multiplayer could be very fun.
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